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HELLO
Thank you for taking the time to learn more about
Paxiom®, your full service provider of automated
packaging solutions.
For over twenty-five years our group has delivered
over 6,000 packaging solutions throughout the world
for varied and diverse applications, while creating
long lasting relationships built upon hard work,
integrity and exceeding expectations.
From seeing a live demonstration of our packaging
solutions to line layout design, manufacturing,
testing, factory acceptance, installation and technical
support, we take full responsibility while providing
peace of mind that your investment is safe – we call
that the Paxiom® Xperience™.
OUR BRANDS:

DRIVEN
PEOPLE
ORIENTED
RESULTS
FOCUSED
HELLO
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QUICK FACTS

DESIGN

We design for high performance,
ease of use and serviceability.

We operate from

1991
Established in

8 global facilities
Support available in

over 15 languages

We have delivered more than

6,000 machines to
over 30 countries

We provide

62% of
our sales

project
management
services

are repeat customers

Over 15%
of our staff
work in engineering

We employ
QA and CI
departments

We proudly create

manufacturing jobs

Our entire group employs more than

250 dedicated people
An equal opportunity employer
An equal opportunity employer
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Q U I C K FAC TS

We work
extremely hard

BUILD

We are proud to create
manufacturing jobs in 4 countries.

INTEGRATE

We offer turnkey solutions with
complete system responsibility.

SUPPORT
Our suite of service tools
are second to none.

RELATIONSHIP
DRIVEN
We're different, we always have been. We continuously strive
to offer our valued customers MORE.
Investing in packaging automation is not only about the machine
itself but rather the people you are working with, the company
behind it, its infrastructure, longevity and support.
Each visit is tailored to your personal needs, our factory trained
representatives are available to discuss specific applications,
offer training and provide necessary expertise.
Meet us in person, see our solutions first hand and make
the most informed decision for your business.

IDEAL ENVIRONMENT

See our solutions, test your packaging and products.

LEARNING EXPERIENCE

Let us show you the ins and outs of our solutions
and provide our recommendations.

PERSONALIZED TESTING

It's all about you and your specific needs when
you visit an Xperience Center.

CONVENIENCE

All of our locations are conveniently located
near major international airports.

VISIT AN

LOCATIONS
FLAGSHIP XPERIENCE™ CENTER

LAS VEGAS

NE AR YOU

REGIONAL XPERIENCE™ CENTERS

M I LWA U K E E

I TORONTO

C O - LO C AT E D X P E R I E N C E ™ C E N T E R S

MONTREAL I

MIAMI

I

SCHIO

XPERIENCE CENTER
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HOW WE WORK
Understand

project needs

Review

expectations

Finalize
project

Engineer

packaging solution

Assembly

of packaging system

Testing

validation with packaging
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HOW WE WORK

Education

and discussion

Design

conceptual layout

Designate

engineering team

Fabrication

of machinery & parts

Integration

of all machines

Delivery

start-up & training

SOLUTION
DRIVEN
CUSTOMER
FOCUSED

CUSTOMER SERVICE
COMMISSIONING

PROCESS

Our service department is run by
factory trained technicians devoted to
working closely with your production
team in order to ensure the most
positive servicing experience.
Prior to running your new machine, we
will educate your team in order to fully
understand the functionality, problem
solving techniques and key machine
inner workings.
Our professional service staff will guide
your team through the fundamentals
and ensure that operators are
successful in operating your newly
purchased packaging solution.

1

Review system and explain agenda

2

Inspect and power up machines

3

Equipment adjustment and alignment

4

Equipment training

5

Change-over training

6

Maintenance training

7

Production operation
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Final review

LASTING RELATIONSHIPS
We are committed to excellence and dedicated to exceeding your expectations. By providing
personal after-sale service and training, we seek to build and nurture long-standing relationships.
Supplied as fully-integrated, turnkey line solutions,
the EndFlex Packaging machines have proved to be
“highly reliable pieces of equipment that immediately
adjust themselves to the specific product counts and
quantities that we are processing at any one time,”
notes Tarnowsky. “We are very happy with the EndFlex
equipment’s performance.”

Emil Tarnowsky
Vice-president of operations,
Jempak
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SYSTEM START-UP

OPERATIONAL TRAINING

Our skilled service technicians
will inspect and ensure
correct assembly while also
checking for proper electrical
and air supply. Once powered
on, our technicians will spend
time in equipment start-up
and make any adjustments
as a result of shipping.

Operational training gives
users key technical insights
and product knowledge.
Our service technicians will
touch on the principles of design
and customization to expedite
the learning curve, helping
operators to anticipate and
troubleshoot issues.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENANCE
Our field service technician
will review all necessary
requirements of equipment
maintenance as well as
proper sanitation in order
to maintain equipment and
component longevity.

The Aurora plant’s production manager Sonya
Formanek, who joined the company at the same
time that Smith took it over, says she is very pleased
with the machine’s performance, singling out its
user-friendly operation, hygienic open-access
design for quick cleaning and maintenance, quick
changeover capabilities and, to date, virtually flawless
performance. “I have been very impressed with the
Sleek 50 Wrapper machine so far,” Formanek states,
saying the new flow wrapper currently produces about
54 single-serve packs per minute on average.

Sonya Formanek
Production Manager,
Cookie It Up!

"After the machine arrived in January, WeighPack sent
in a technician, at their cost, who spent a full week here
taking us through the installation and startup, and he
did not leave until it was totally synchronized with our
process. I really have to give WeighPack big kudos for
their excellent service and attention to detail."

Luis Javier Rendon
Vice-president of operations,
Redlands Foods / Trophy Nut

"As I went to trade shows and conducted other forms
of research, I was looking for simple, solid, reliable
equipment that wouldn’t be excessively expensive. The
simplicity factor was especially important because we’re
located in a pretty remote part of the country, where
you don’t want things going wrong if you can avoid it.
Eventually I came to the conclusion that the Paxiom
system was what I was looking for, and the fact that it all
came from one source made it all the more appealing."

Mike Abeyt
Product Development,
Ute Mountain Tribe Farm & Ranch

L A S T I N G R E L AT I O N S H I P S
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OUR DIVERSE RANGE

Because packages come in all shapes and sizes, we build our machinery to match.

CREATING
MANUFACTURING
JOBS FOR OVER
25 YEARS

Rigid
packaging

Flexible
packaging

Display trays
& mailers

Corrugate
& cartons

Turnkey
solutions

PRODUCT TO PALLET

At Paxiom® we take complete system responsibility and provide
one single point of contact for all your automation needs.

ITALY

USA

USA

CANADA

Weighing

Filling

Bagging

Wrapping

Capping

Labeling

Cartoning

Forming

Packing

Palletizing

OUR DIVERSE RANGE
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WEIGHING & DISPENSING
GMP compliant
construction

Designed for powders, chemicals, granules,
coffee and dusty products, the servo-driven
Star Auger™ offers high speed and precision.

Engineered for high speed applications and tight
accuracy requirements, the PrimoCombi® is the
most advanced weigh filler on the market today
both in mechanics and software design.
Open frame design
PC based controls
Security
Setting

Import /
Export Data

Embedded
Training Videos

Production
Reporting

Automatically weigh and fill a wide range of products with
our vibratory and conveyorized net weighing machines.
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WEIGHING & DISPENSING

Eliminate hand labor by automatically filling multiple product
fill zones. The Depositor™ is often integrated with automatic
thermoforming machinery and tray indexing conveyors.

LIQUID FILLER

Convey, fill and cap with our integrated liquid filling
systems. Our liquid filling solutions are designed for a
wide range of container formats and sizes including
standard caps, eye droppers, tinctures and more.

PAXIOM
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CONTAINER FILLING
& HANDLING

FULLY AUTOMATED SYSTEM
FROM FILLING TO CARTONING

Vibratory feed pan

Accumulation table

Weigh Filler

Container unscrambling table

Carton form, load & close

Container indexing conveyor

Our cutting-edge PRE-CheQ™ offers:
• Secondary weight measure with 1/100 gram resolution
• Programmable min/max weight allowance
• Re-accumulation of product outside of desired weight range
• Real time production reporting with data export
• Operator security parameters
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C O N TA I N E R F I L L I N G & H A N D L I N G

Engineering Services

System Integration

Our team of experienced
mechanical and automation
engineers are available for
all your system needs.

In order to provide the best value to our customers,
we offer System Integration services that include:

From basic layout design
to integrating third party
equipment to custom plant
layouts, we do it all!

• Assembling all equipment as a system in our facility
• Connecting all interface cables
• Mounting all electrical enclosures and control panels
to support structures
• Real time system testing of the entire integrated system with
your packaging materials (not just the individual machine)

PAXIOM
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FORM, FILL & SEAL BAGGING

The VerTek® series of vertical form, fill & seal
machines are easy to use and compact.

The R2B™ can create a wide
variety of bags from roll stock
including shaped, pillow,
standup, 3 side & 4 sided seal
pouches with zipper closures.
This servo-driven horizontal
bagger offers the highest
performance and significantly
reduces material cost.

Engineered for high performance
requirements, the XPdius® Elite
family of vertical baggers are
engineered for high speeds
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FORM, FILL & SEAL BAGGING

For meeting the largest bagging requirements
the heavy duty VerTek® 2400 vertical form, fill
and seal machine can produce pouches up to
24 inches (600 mm) wide.

PAXIOM
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PRE - MADE POUCH FILLING

Automatically open, fill and seal pre-made pouches.
High performance pouch filling with models available
from 1,200 to 4,800 pouches per hour.

Designed for wholesale and internal
packaging applications, the Bingo Bagger®
offers MAP (modified atmosphere) and
VAC (vacuum) features.

High speed models available upon request.

mini
For filling pouches as small as 3.5 inches wide and
5 inches long (90-130 mm).
Affordable and compact, the Mini can fill up to
900 pouches an hour.

For filling polyethylene wicketed bags
up to 35 packages per minute.

This very simple bagging machine
automatically opens, fills and
transfers wicketed pouches.

junior
This versatile pouch filling machine can be integrated
with any auxiliary filling machine including multihead
weighing, net weighing and auger filling.
For production rates up to 700 bags per hour.
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PRE-MADE POUCH FILLING

PAXIOM
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WRAPPING
High speed production up
to 450mm film web width.

Package products from 3 to
36 inches (75 to 900 mm) long
without adjustment or waste.
Produce large packages
up to 650 mm web width.

Affordable, compact
and produces up to 60
packages per minute.
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WRAPPING

The versatile Sleek Inverted is
ideal for soft or sticky products,
multi-packs, components,
hardware and widgets.

PAXIOM
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CORRUGATE FORMING

Use the PopLok® to fold and form die
cut trays for a wide variety of products
including displays and shippers for
apparel, auto-parts, electronics, food
delivery kits and much more.
The PopLok® eliminates expensive hand
labor while increasing productivity.

CARTON FORMING

The Boxxer Kartnr™ automatic carton
forming machine is engineered to vertically
form chip board cartons, insert containers,
and close cartons.
The compact Boxxer Kartnr™ includes a
heavy duty steel frame, PLC, color touch
screen, interlocked safety doors and easy
to adjust product change over.
Available in three models:

Designed for producing glued
trays. The Vassoyo™ can also
form trays with lids for retail.

Engineered for case
erecting for both taping
or glue applications, the
Boxxer™ case erector family
is compact, flexible and
provides quick change-over.
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C O R R U G AT E F O R M I N G

• Pop-Up Auto-Lock Carton
• Tucked Carton
• Glued Carton

Form - Insert - Close

CARTON FORMING
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END OF LINE AUTOMATION

Pick & Place

Bottom Load
Automatically stage, lift and bottom load a
wide variety of pack patterns. Ideal for cartons,
containers and delicate products.

Automatically top-load with a multi-axis robot.
This technology is often used for precision
placement and higher speed applications.

Side Push
Commonly used for loading containers into shipready cases, the side pusher uses servo drives to
stack and push product into cases or trays.
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E N D O F L I N E A U TO M AT I O N

Drop Pack
Drop packing uses gravity to automatically
load bags or containers into cases.

PAXIOM
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CONTINUED

END OF LINE AUTOMATION

B OXXPAK™
PACKING SYSTE M
The BoxxPak™ will erect
a case, index to each
operator’s station and
includes a horizontal feed
conveyor that makes picking
and loading easier than ever.

Z Zag® robotic palletizer

Drop packer for case
loading pouches

Star Auger® for
dispensing powders
Swifty Bagger® for
pre-made pouches

Screw conveyor
to feed Star Auger ®

Horizontal transfer
conveyor

Boxxer™ case
erector with tape

Engineering Services

System Integration

Our team of experienced
mechanical and automation
engineers are available for
all your system needs.

In order to provide the best value to our customers,
we offer System Integration services that include:

From basic layout design
to integrating third party
equipment to custom plant
layouts, we do it all!
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E N D O F L I N E A U TO M AT I O N

• Assembling all equipment as a system in our facility
• Connecting all interface cables
• Mounting all electrical enclosures and control panels
to support structures
• Real time system testing of the entire integrated system with
your packaging materials (not just the individual machine)

POUCH
COUNTING
& FIL L ING
SYSTE M

Optically count flexible or solid
packages and loose fill into
erected cases or trays.

PAXIOM
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